YUKON LINKS TO LEARNING
The Assembly of First Nations (AFN) is a national First Nation advocacy organization;

- AFN Executive includes the National Chief and 10 Regional Chiefs, Youth, Elders and Women Council representatives;
- AFN serves as a nationally delegated forum for determining and harmonizing effective, collective, and co-operative measures on any issue that the First Nations determine require review, study, response or action, and to advance the aspirations of First Nations;
- AFN receives mandate by way of resolution passed by Chiefs-in-Assembly at Annual and Special Chiefs Assemblies and guided by the AFN Charter
Overview – ‘ACE’

- AFN Portfolio: Climate Change and the Environment
  - Advisory Committee on Climate Action and the Environment (ACE) – the AFN has a dedicated Environment sector that relies on leadership and advisory from the Chiefs’ and experts from across the Country;
  - ACE Committee members and Circle of Experts
  - Recent highlights
The Assembly of First Nations (AFN) Yukon Region works with all 14 Yukon First Nations to support advancing their priorities and interest on a national level, at their direction;

- The Yukon Regional Chief leads the AFN Yukon regional office and sits on the AFN’s National Executive and holds AFN National Portfolios;
- AFN Yukon Region, Governance
- New Regional Climate Change Coordinator role created to focus specifically on advancing climate action among Yukon First Nations and elevating those actions nationally and internationally
AFN Yukon – Environment Update
AFN Yukon – Nature Summit
‘A Yukon That Leads’ – Climate Action

• Integrating climate action into all aspects of our Regional Office activities; Bridge gap between technology solutions and cultural solutions

• Yukon Highlights:
  • Vuntut Gwitchin solar energy
  • Kluane wind energy
  • Teslin Tlingit biomass
  • Tr'ondëk Hwëch’in farm

• Upcoming AFN Yukon Annual Summit will focus on climate action in northern regions, stewardship and responsibility
Climate Action – Where do we go from here?